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QUESTION: 281 
You have installed the Veritas Enterprise Administrator to manage Storage 
Foundation 5.0. You want to manage the Veritas Enterprise Administrator from 
remote system using the Graphical User Interface (GUI). What services must be 
running on the remote system? (Select two.) 

A. vxconfigd 
B. vxservice 
C. vea 
D. vxsvc 
E. vxsvcctrl 

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION: 282 
You have designed a tiered storage environment using ISP volumes. You have also 
created the disk group that will be used to hold the tiered volumes. You now want to 
apply the appropriate tags to the disks.What should you do? 

A. Use the vxdiskadm settag command with the cost option to apply appropriate tags 
to the disks. 
B. Use the vxdisk settag command with the cost option to apply appropriate tags to 
the disks. 
C. Use the vxpool settag command with the cost option to apply appropriate tags to 
the disks. 
D. Use the vxtemplate settag command with the cost option to apply appropriate tags 
to the disks. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 283 
While performing a disk group joins operation, you get an error "VxVM vxdg 
ERROR V-5-1-2866 object: Record already exists in disk group." You want to 
resolve this error. How should you resolve this error? 

A. Change the object name in the disk group. 
B. Change the object name to same as disk group. 
C. Import a disk group and rename it. 
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D. Delete the disk group and recreate it with another name. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 284 
In the administration of a large storage environment, you learn that files not only have 
differing usages at the times they are created, but that many type of files have 
individual life cycles. User files do not have a defined lifecycle. You want DST 
capabilities to manage these files. How does DST help address this issue? 

A. DST does not have a mechanism designed to address this issue. 
B. You can use DST to dynamically relocate files to reduce costs. 
C. You can use DST to archives files to another file server. 
D. You can use DST to remove unused files from the file system and speed access to 
remaining files. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 285 
A DLP administrator needs to improve the reporting performance of the Symantec 
Data Loss Prevent deployment by archiving incidents.What happens to incidents as a 
result of using the Incident Archive Flag feature? 

A. they are moved to offline storage 
B. they are moved from reporting status 
C. they are moved to the archive table 
D. they are moved to the archive database 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 286 
While accessing a node in the Dynamic Multipathing (DMP) database you get an 
error "VxVM vxdmp NOTICE V-5-0-111 disabled dmpnode 
dmpnode_device_number". How will you resolve this error? (Each correct answer 
presents part of the solution. Select two.) 

A. Enable the appropriate controllers to allow at least one path under this DMP node. 
B. Check the underlying hardware to recover the desired path. 
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C. If possible correct the hardware failures Then, recover the volume using the 
vxrecover command. 
D. Replace the hardware because there may be a problem with host-bus adapter. 

Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 287 
How is data moved to the servers at Symantec when auto-transmission of 
Supportability Telemetry data is enabled? 

A. HTTP POST to Symantec from Agents 
B. HTTPS POST to Symantec from Enforce  
C. HTTP POST to Symantec from Enforce  
D. HTTPS POST to Symantec from Agents 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 288 
While troubleshooting the Storage Foundation 5.0 environment in your organization, 
you discover that a disk group is disabled. You need to run the vxconfigrestore 
command to restore the disk group. In this situation, which switch will you use to 
perform a precommit analysis of the state of the disk group configuration? 

A. Use the –l switch 
B. Use the -d switch  
C. Use the -c switch  
D. Use the -p switch 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 289 

How would you define virtual storage?
 

A. Virtual storage is a method of accessing data attached to another host. 
B. Virtual storage is a method of increasing disk I/O bandwidth. 
C. Virtual storage is the practice of accessing storage systems by means of an opaque 
software façade. 
D. Virtual storage is the practice of storing data on large storage arrays. 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 290 
A network administrator needs to be notified if someone attempts to tamper with or 
shut down the VPN connection on an iPad or iPhone.Which product should the 
administrator use to configure the notification alert? 

A. Mobile Email Monitor 
B. Mobile Device Management 
C. Network Prevent 
D. Mobile Prevent 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 291 
You want to use the VxSE rule to detect whether a physical disk has too many RAID
5 logs. Before you execute the VxSE rule, you want to acquire complete information 
about the rule. How would you search for the VxSE rule that informs you whether a 
physical disk has too many RAID-5 logs on it? 

A. Use the vxse "list" command. 
B. Look in the rules directory, run each rule with the "info" operator, and choose the 
rule you want. 
C. Use the vxse_inventory command. 
D. Look in the rules directory, run each rule with the "check" operator, and choose 
the rule you want based on its output. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 292 
While replacing a disk containing a plex's subdisk, you discover that the contents of 
the plex are out-of-date with respect to the volume. What will be the state of the plex? 

A. CLEAN 
B. RECOVER 
C. DISABLED 
D. EMPTY 
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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 293 

Which endpoint database file should be used to tune and change debugging levels?
 

A. cg.ead 
B. ps.ead 
C. am.ead  
D. ks.ead 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 294 

How does the DLP Agent prevent slow response time?
 

A. Endpoint Discover queues files until resources are available.  
B. Endpoint Discover pauses any scans if resources are needed. 
C. Endpoint Prevent pauses detection until any scans complete.  
D. Endpoint Prevent queues files until resources are available. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 295 
An incident response team has determined that multiple incidents are resulting from 
the same user action of copying sensitive data to USB devices. Which action should 
the incident response team take to fix this issue so only one incident per action is 
detected? 

A. create separate policies for the different detection methods 
B. combine multiple conditions into one compound rule 
C. change which 'Endpoint Destinations' are monitored 
D. change the monitor/ignore filters in the agent configuration 

Answer: B 
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QUESTION: 296 
You have large number of mirrored volumes, and the resynchronization process on 
mirrored volumes will take lot of time. You want to address enable Dirty Region 
Logging (DRL) and find out the cause why it takes a long time for resynchronization. 
You want to check the status of DRL logging to see if it is already enabled. How will 
you accomplish this task? 

A. Use the vxprint command with the –F%drllogging $DCOVOL option  
B. Use the vxprint command with the –F%drllogging $DRLVOL option  
C. Use the vxprint command with the –F%dcologging $DCOVOL option 
D. Use the vxprint command with the –F%drllogging $$DCONAME option 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 297 
You are implementing a tiered storage environment. You are ready to build the first 
tier. What is the process you need to follow? (Arrange the following answers in the 
correct order) 
1. Implement storage tiering policies 
2. Classify the types of storage in the environment 
3. Add the volumes to a volume set 
4. Tag the volumes you want to place in this tier 

A. 4,3,2,1 
B. 1,3,2,4 
C. 1,2,4,3 
D. 4,1,3,2 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 298 
You have just performed maintenance operation on a system where VxVM is 
installed. When you start the system you realize that some disks have entered the 
FAILED state. After the inspection of the system, you discover that a cable is 
unplugged. You reconnect the cable. However, after reconnecting the cable, you need 
to move these disks out of the FAILED state. How should you resolve this error? 

A. Use the /usr/sbin/vxdctl enable command 
B. Use the /etc/vx/bin/vxreattach command 
C. Use the vxmend –g <diskgroup> command with the fix clean plex option 
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D. Use the vxvol –g <diskgroup> command with the start volume option 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 299 
You need to create a storage checkpoint that contains file system metadata and data 
blocks. You want to ensure that the storage checkpoint that you create can be 
mounted, accessed, and written in Veritas File System. The storage checkpoint that 
you create must represent an image of the active file system. Which type of storage 
checkpoint should you create to meet this goal? 

A. Create removable storage checkpoint. 
B. Create non-mountable storage checkpoint. 
C. Create data storage checkpoint. 
D. Create nodata storage checkpoint. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 300 
The VxVM operation fails while importing a disk group and you get an error message 
"VxVM vxdg ERROR V-5-1-2907 diskgroup: Disk group does not exist" How will 
you solve this problem? 

A. Export a disk group from another host. 
B. Export a disk group from the current host and import the disk group to another 
host. 
C. If the disk group already exists on the exported host, import it to the current host. 
D. Restore the configuration for the disk group from the backup. 

Answer: C 
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